
CARD 56: OPENING TO YOUR
BIRTH VISION!  SATAN WANTS

FEAR AND DISORDER!

Gather the Shattered Crosses—Those Living in Fear!
BE APOSTLES OF THE REVELATION IN A GLOBAL AWAKENING!

Remembering We are each a Unique World!

Card 55:  Remembering What You Have Forgotten—What You Intended to Do!

HAIL
MARY, 

Amen!
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AS I BREAK
BREAD WITH
YOUR SON,

AWAKEN
ME TO A
REMEM-
BRANCE
THAT HE

DIED, RES-
URRECTED

AND IS COM-
ING ANEW.  
I DESIRE

TRUE CON-
VERSION

AND FIRM
FAITH SO

THAT I MAY
SPREAD

LOVE AND
PEACE. 

PURIFY MY
THOUGHTS

AND
INTENSIONS

BY THE
CONTINUOUS
WORKING OF

THE HOLY
SPIRIT.

THE TENTH INSIGHT:  HOLDING THE VISION BY JAMES REDFIELD
Part III:  Chapter 4 Synchronized with Mary’s Ongoing Messages

OUR LADY OF MEDJUGORJE—A SIGN OF THE TIMES

“DEAR CHILDREN: MY MOTHERLY HEART DESIRES YOUR TRUE
CONVERSION AND A FIRM FAITH SO THAT YOU MAY BE ABLE TO
SPREAD LOVE AND PEACE TO ALL THOSE WHO SURROUND YOU.
BUT, MY CHILDREN, DO NOT FORGET EACH OF YOU IS A UNIQUE
WORLD BEFORE THE HEAVENLY FATHER. THEREFORE, PERMIT THE
CONTINUOUS WORKING OF THE HOLY SPIRIT TO WORK ON YOU.
BE MY SPIRITUALLY PURE CHILDREN. IN SPIRITUALITY IS BEAUTY.
EVERYTHING THAT IS SPIRITUAL IS ALIVE AND VERY BEAUTIFUL!

EUCHARISTIC
PRAYER

PRAYER TO
OUR INTERNAL
MOTHER

FULL OF
GRACE,
HELP ME
REMEMBER
TO BE AN
APOSTLE
OF THE
REVELATION
AND TO
SPREAD THE
ETERNAL
TRUTH OF
GOD’S UN-
CHANGING
LOVE.

INTERNAL 
FATHER,

HOLY MARY,
MOTHER OF
THE LIVING
EUCHARIST,
PRAY FOR
ME TO OB-
SERVE WELL
THE SIGNS
OF THE
TIMES AND
TO GATHER
THE
SHATTERED
CROSSES—
ALL LIVING
IN FEAR.

“MY CHILDREN: DO NOT FORGET THAT IN THE EUCHARIST, WHICH IS THE HEART OF FAITH,
MY SON IS ALWAYS WITH YOU.  HE COMES TO YOU AND BREAKS BREAD WITH YOU; BECAUSE
FOR YOUR SAKE HE DIED, HE RESURRECTED, AND IS COMING ANEW.  THESE WORDS OF MINE

ARE FAMILIAR TO YOU BECAUSE THEY ARE THE TRUTH, AND THE TRUTH DOES NOT CHANGE.  IT IS ONLY
THAT MANY OF MY CHILDREN HAVE FORGOTTEN IT.  MY CHILDREN, MY WORDS ARE NEITHER OLD NOR
NEW, THEY ARE ETERNAL.  THEREFORE, I INVITE YOU TO OBSERVE WELL THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES, 
TO GATHER THE SHATTERED CROSSES, AND TO BE APOSTLES OF THE REVELATION” (MED. 5/2/16).

Amen!

Remember
that the 

energy of
love and
prayer 

goes into  
humans

and helps
them speak
the truth.

This 
includes

your 
enemies.
(Insight 3
card 40)

MARY IS CALLING US TO “GATHER THE SHATTERED CROSSES” FROM MEDJUGORJE 
(CARD 15).  THESE CARDS ARE SYNCHRONIZED INTUITIVELY WITH HER ONGOING MESSAGES.

Do not
forget

“There is
no love
without
prayer 

because
love is

prayer—
forgive-
ness is
love.”
(Med.

6/2/14)

Next her vision revealed she would be involved in a global awakening. She
would discover the Insights and reunited with one of many groups—apostles
of the revelation—that would gravitate together all over the world and would

remember who they are and what they intended to do!  ey would shatter the polarization
of Fear! Maya was united with the intense light and Redfield sensed that her personal vision
of what she intended to do with this birth was enveloped within a larger vision, encompassing
the whole history and future of humankind.  She could see the full expanse of where humanity
had been and where it was intensionally going.  When the vision ended, Maya’s soul group 
intensified their energy and appeared as a large whitish swirl of moving amber, drawing its 
intensity and love from the bright light.  Maya’s parents embraced, and at the moment of 
orgasm, a whitish-green energy flowed from the light, passing (resonating) through Maya and
her soul group, entering the couple.  Wil and Redfield watched as Maya’s cells uniquely formed.

Wil, excited, explained, “We witnessed the process of Maya’s birth that is held in the memory
of her soul group.  We saw that sexual union is a holy moment in which a part of Heaven flows
to Earth, uniquely forming us!  Apparently, before we are born, each of us experiences a Birth
Vision of what our life can be and what we intend to do.”  Redfield said, “Based on what Maya
told me, her vision was more ideal than what really happened.  Her mother never understood
her, and her father was so aloof she never knew what he was researching until after he died.”
Wil said, “e vision is an ideal guide, what out highest self intends to happen if we follow
our intuitions perfectly.  When we have an intuition or dream and follow their guidance,
events transpire that feel coincidental or familiar, the events seem destined, like eternal truths.
When we have an intuition of a possible future, we’re getting flashes of a memory of our Birth
Vision, what we intended to be doing with our lives at that particular point.  It may not be
exact, because we have free will, but when something happens that is familiar to our original
vision, we feel more alive, inspired, because we recognize that we are on the path we intended.” 

Redfield asked, “How does our soul group fit in?”  Wil explained, “ey share in our Birth
Vision, follow us through life, and afterward stay with us during our Life Review.  ey act as
a reservoir of our memories, maintaining the knowledge of who we are.  When we’re in the 
Afterlife, and one of them is born, we act in the same way toward them.  Redfield asked, “Do
soul groups give us intuitions and directions?”  “No, they come from a higher connection 
with the divine.  e group sends us extra energy, uplifting our vibration to help us remember
what we have forgotten, our Birth Vision.  Maya is part of a special group of seven apostles of
the revelation come back.  A group able to remember some kind of larger vision that’s behind
our individual intentions, a remembrance that is necessary if we are to dispel the Fear.” en
an ear-shattering sound sent Redfield back through the tunnel and he landed on the rock! �
DO NOT FORGET MARY SAID:  “ YOU ALL CARRY SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL WITHIN YOU.”  THIS IRIDESCENT
BEAUTY IS OUR LIVING ENERGY—OUR UNIQUE SPIRITUAL NATURE, FLOWING FROM HEAVEN.  INSIGHT 3
REVEALED THAT THE BEAUTIFUL COLORS TRANSFORM WITH OUR THOUGHTS AND INTENSIONS. SOME
ARGUE THAT THE EUCHARIST IS TRANSFORMED INTO THE BEAUTIFUL LIVING NATURE OF CHRIST’S BODY
BY REMEMBERING HIM WITH PURIFIED THOUGHTS AND INTENSIONS.  DO NOT FORGET THAT JESUS ASKED
US TO REMEMBER HIM IN THE EUCHARIST—THAT FOR OUR SAKE HE DIED, RESURRECTED, AND IS COMING
ANEW.  TO SPREAD LOVE AND PEACE TO THOSE LIVING IN FEAR, REMEMBER THEM WITH PURIFIED
THOUGHTS AND INTENSIONS DURING THE EUCHARIST.  THIS TRANSFORMS THE ENERGY SWIRLING AROUND
THEM, SHATTERING THE FEAR. PERHAPS THIS REMEMBERING IS THE KEY TO THE GLOBAL AWAKENING
OF THE APOSTLES OF THE REVELATION—THE COMMON INTENTION THEY CAME TO DO! (CARD 38). 

REMEMBERING
YOU ARE AN
APOSTLE OF THE
REVELATION



Redfield, while waiting for Maya to return in the morning, began to remember
the dream he had and that his friend Wil was in it.  ey had become separated
after watching Williams’ Life Review because Redfield could not maintain his

vibration level in the Afterlife dimension after hearing an ear-shattering sound.  He had traveled
back to the pool in the valley amid a tunnel of colors.  Later that morning he notice a large
rock next to a stream, like the one in his dream.  He sat on the rock and began to recall his
dream, it had a blue field and he remembered Wil’s position in it.  As he maintained the image,
he began streaking through a tunnel of colors and stopped in a environment pale blue and 
luminous.  Wil was there.  “Where are we?” he asked.  Wil, excited, said, “In a level where
dreams take place!  Tell me what happened to you when you went back through the tunnel?”  

Redfield told him how he ran into Joel and about his Fears and forecast of environmental
and civil collapse, and about his encounter with Maya and her healing procedures, and how
she revealed that we need to look deeply into ourselves and remember why we are here.  Wil
replied, “Joel is a sign of the times, voicing well the Fear a lot of people believe is happening.
e Insights say that as the spiritual renaissance progresses, it must overcome a polarization
of Fear. Perhaps Maya’s idea of healing holds the key to dealing with the Fear.  

“e synchronicity of your encounters is uniquely revealing the Tenth Insight.  First, you
ran into David, who revealed that the Tenth Insight was about an understanding of the spiritual
renaissance happening.  It is attained by grasping our relationship to the Afterlife dimension,
by clarifying our intuitions (thoughts and intentions) and maintaining them in our minds.
en we each can see our own synchronistic path in a fuller way.  Maintaining our intuitions,

our mental images, is the operative mode in this life as well as the Afterlife.  It is the way
we move into alignment with the Afterlife dimension.  Next, together we watched Williams’
Life Review and saw him agonize over not remembering what he intended to do.  He was
suppose to come together with a group of seven to help reveal the Fear that is threatening our
spiritual awakening but failed in the mission of his Birth Vision.  He warned that we have to
understand the Fear in order to do something about it.  en we got separated and you ran
into Joel, who voiced the Fear, and Maya revealed a new way of healing by helping people work
through Fear blocks with the energy of love and prayer, and by prodding their memory of a
truth they’ve forgotten—why they’re on the planet!  is remembering has to be the key!” 

THE TENTH INSIGHT by James Redfield (1996) takes place at sacred openings between Heaven
and Earth that are located  in a valley in the Appalachian mountains.  He was there looking for his
missing friend Charlene when his friend Wil appeared from an opening in the Afterlife Dimension.
Together in the Afterlife they observed the death and Life Review of John Donald Williams.  Williams,
one of a group of seven apostles that had come back to help reveal and resolve the Fear, had failed
in his Birth Vision, having forgotten what he came here intending to do (ch. 1, 2 /card 53). 

Later while searching for Charlene, Redfield ran into a journalist, Joel Lipscomb, whose faith
had been shattered.  He was a sign of the times, a person filled with Fears about the economy and
future of the world.  He questioned the purpose of life and the existence of a God who would design
a place where men’s sin and corruption is permitted to go on.  He felt like he was carrying a heavy
cross on his shoulders.  After parting ways, Redfield, fleeing from suspicious vehicles, fell, injuring his
ankle.  Coincidently, a doctor, Maya Ponder, saw him fall.  She was an apostle of love and revealed
a new way to think about accidents, illnesses, and healings.  First identify our Fears, then use the
energy of love and prayer, and last and most important is to remember what we came here 
intending to do (ch. 3/card 54).  e following in an abridgement of chapter 4—Remembering:

REMEMBERING WE ARE EACH A UNIQUE WORLD BEFORE THE HEAVENLY FATHER! 
GATHER THE SHATTERED CROSSES—BE APOSTLES OF THE REVELATION!

en a group of souls appeared and a hologram scene played with Joel at the center.  Wil,
interpreting it, said:  “It was a dream about a war and Joel was fleeing a bomb-ravaged city,
thinking only of his own survival.  He climbed a mountain, then looking back he remembered
that his orders were to meet a group of soldiers and supply a secret part to a new device that
would make the enemy’s weapons inactive.  He failed to show up and the soldiers and the city
were destroyed.  When we dream, we unconsciously travel to this level and synchronistically
reunite with our soul group. ey help jog our memory of what we really intended to do in
our current situation, clarifying how to handle it.  Interpret dreams by superimposing the plot
of the dream against the real situations facing us in life.  Joel’s dream came through in a garbled,
symbolic fashion because he was resistant, less open, so his memory was fuzzy and the message
was fashioned in the symbolism of war, conveying to him that in his Birth Vision he intended
to stay and help reveal the problem in the valley, and that if he ran away, he would regret it.”  

Suddenly they moved into a place of rich green light.  Beautiful amber waves
circulated  around them, which became souls, full of love.  Redfield could pick
up on their knowledge and realized they were all associated with Maya.  e

souls were ecstatic, they knew she had recently experienced a Sixth Insight revelation—she 
understood the life preparation her parents had provided for her, and was on the verge of 
remembering why she had been born and what she intended to do (card 39/Sixth Insight).

Redfield heard the ear-shattering sound of the hum again and began losing his energy and
tried to boost it by attempting to connect with the energy of the souls, but they moved away.
Wil explained, “ese souls won’t allow you to mistake them for the divine source.  You must

go within and connect directly to God’s energy.”  e souls returned and a holographic
image appeared, showing Maya in the 19th-century war in the valley.  She was there with a
large, richly-dressed man.  She felt that stopping the conflict was just a matter of remembering
how to attain enough energy.  It could be done if the right people came together (resonated)
with a common intention. en the vision moved to her failed attempt to speak with the
army leaders and then to the wilderness, where she and the man were killed (ch. 2/card 53). 

As Wil and Redfield watched, Maya awakened after her death in the 19th century into the
Afterlife and had a Life Review.  She was appalled at how single-mindedly she had pursued her
goal of stopping the war.  It wasn’t the right time.  We had not remembered enough of the 
Afterlife knowledge to accomplish such a feat.  After her Life Review, she moved into a green
environment and was surrounded by the group of souls associated with her, who also resembled
her.  Wil explained, “is is Maya’s soul group. It’s a group of souls with whom she resonates.”

REMEMBERING 
THE UNIQUE
WORLD OF 
OUR DREAMS

REMEMBERING 
THE UNIQUE
WORLD OF OUR
SOUL GROUPS

RESONATE:  AN ECHO EFFECT PRODUCED WHEN THE NATURAL VIBRATION FREQUENCY OF A BODY IS GREATLY
AMPLIFIED BY REINFORCING VIBRATIONS FROM OTHER BODIES AT THE SAME OR NEARLY THE SAME FREQUENCY.

As Maya was standing in front of an intense white light, surrounded
by her soul group, she began to shift toward Earth again.  She could see
her perspective new parents and how her experiences with them would
prepare her for a career in healing.  Her mother had Fears about her own
health and blamed the doctors, which would inspire Maya in her interest
in the mind/body connection and the patient’s responsibility in healing.  Her father was a 
research scientists, whose head was filled with exotic biological questions, particularly about
the relationship between inspiration and the immune system.  She could see her birth to these
parents would also be advantageous for them.  She could help them both reach their intended
direction, her mother to accept her personal role in avoiding illness, and her father to overcome
his tendency to hide from others and live in his head.  She saw people arriving in her life at just
the right time to guide her, and her and a partner opening a clinic using a new healing model.

DO NOT FORGET MARY
TEACHES US THAT 

HUMANS ARE BORN
ONLY ONCE—WITH 

POSSIBLY A FEW 
EXCEPTIONS! 

(CH. 1/CARD 53)


